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Gulf Student Club formed
to educate community

Wilson wins close race

Ben Goorin
News Editor

Edges Feinstein by 3 percent margin

"Ifyou know me If you understand who
lam / And if you understand my culture
You gain a better understanding of why I
do what I do"
—Dr. Halvor Hansen
Retired UOP professor of
intercultural communication

cademic

November 8, 1990

Thirty-four students representing
five countries surrounding the Persian
Gulf have recently formed a Gulf Stu
dent Club aimed at educating UOPand
the Stockton community about life in
the Middle East. Students of Kuwait,
Saudi Arabia, The United Arab Emir
ates, Oman and Qatar have all joined
together as a united force against ste
reotypical notions so often placed on
the Arab world.
"We don't want someone else to
speak about us, we want to speak for
ourselves," says Faisal A1 Odwani,
president of the Gulf Student Club.
Members of the club have spoken to
classes at UOP, Delta College and high
schools in S tockton.The purpose of the
club, says A1 Odwani, is to "give a
complete, clear and truthful picture of
life in the Gulf."
Though theclub is not political, it is
motivated by current tensions in the
Middle East. "People are ready to
know what life is like there," says AlOdwani. Americans have an interest
and they are involved. "It is their troops
who are out there," said Al-Odwani.
In the past there may have been
problems uniting Arab students from
different countries, explains Barbara

Urbain, director of UOP's international
services. "But because of the urgency,
it is much easier to get the gulf students
together."
Urbain, who advses theclub, says it
is important for the gulf students to
come together and help people here in
Stockton become informed of the rich
cultural heritage that has been ignored
in the past
"We don't live in tents," says AlOdwani, "we live in big buildings. We
travel in cars, not on camels. It is not
hell, it is a home we want to go back to."
The club is looking for support and
encourages everybody to become in
volved. Today from 4 to 6 p.m. at the
Bechtel Center, the club will hold a
function to discuss cultures in the
countries surrounding the gulf. Dr.
Hanson, a retired UOP professor of
intercultural communication willspeak
about his experiences in Kuwait and
Saudi Arabia. Students once living in
the countries will explain what life is
really like.Also, an American who has
visited the area will offer her interpre
tation of the region.
"We want to decrease the gap
beween America and the Gulf," says
Al-Odwani. "There is motivation and
potential for the club to enlarge."
Serving as a link between the two
worlds, the gulf students are offering
awareness. Only through communi
cation and support will their efforts
succeed. Al-Odwani says, "The more
people that come, the more we are
encouraged and together, the more we
will understand."

Tiger mania hits
Tiger Spirit is on the rise as Pacific
once again pulls off another outstand
ing win at this year's Homecoming
Game. The fans were on their feet as
the game was decided in the final mo
ments. With the final touchdown seal
ing another victory, the stadium ex
ploded sending waves of support to a
much deserved Tiger Team.
"I couldn't even talk by the end of
the game, the crowd was so intense,"
said Gene Hardin, a Tiger fan.
"I had a hard time getting a seat,"
says Warren Tom, a die-hard fan who
makes it out to all the games. "I was
really pumped-up. The new offense
creates more excitement for a high

scoring, face-paced game."
UOP Cheerleader Erin Welch
said "When the team is winning the
spirit is definitely high."
"More people are showing up and
staying longer" according
Head Cheerleader Carey Chatfield.
UOP Cheerleader Shawna Welch
said "The crowd comes through when
you need it most, like during the last
thirty seconds of the game when we
needed our defense."
Saturday, theTigers take on Fresno
State. With a victory, Pacific will have
won 5 games giving them a shot at a
winning season for the first time since
1977.

By John Carmichael
Senior Staff Writer
California elected a new governor
on Tuesday, choosing Republican Pete
Wilson over Democrat Dianne
Feinstein by a 3% margin.The official
results cannot be reported until the
estimated 1.5 million absentee ballots
are counted. The majority of the ab
sentee ballots were issued by the GOP
and are expected to increase Wilson's
margin of victory.
Republicans were concerned that
the combination of a lengthy ballotand
an off-year election would discourage
voter participation.This estimated lack
of participation would more deeply
affect the Republican party since there
is a significantly greater number of
registered Democrats in California.
Another contributing factor in the
estimation of low voter turnout were
the striking similarities between the
two candidates. The Stockton Record
observed that, "Both 57, both former
mayors of major cities and both mod
erate to conservative in their own par
ties, the candidates struggled to define
the differences between them." Offi
cials felt that perhaps voters would not
respond since the candidates did not
have controversial ideological or per
sonal differences.
Despite a complex and lengthy ballot
consisting of 28 state propositions, 29
candidates for statewide office, and
many municipal propositions and
candidates, votertumoutin San Joaquin
County was at an estimated 46%.
Of the 204,182 registered voters in
the county, 106,654 came out to the
polls. (This figure does not include
absentee ballots.)
On the national level there were
contests for435 House seats, 34 Senate
seats and gubernatorial races in several
states. At this time, national voter
turnout has not been consolidated and
tabulated. The change in the control of
congress shows primarily in theHouse,
where the Democrats gained 10 seats
and the Republicans lost 11. In the
Senate, the Democrats gained 1 seat
and the Republicans lost 1.
The national percentage of regis
tered voters who actually come to the
polls and vote is roughly 35%. Voter
turnout is an unusually provacative
topic this particular election year be-
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Pete Wilson invites ASUOP President John Carmichael and other student leaders to speak during
his campaign. Wilson here accepts college emblem-clad sweatshirt that included Pacific's crest.
cause of the growing disillusionment
with incumbents on all levels of the
government.
Last week there were hundreds of
demonstrators across the nation chant
ing slogans such as, "Throw the bums
out" and "Let's start clean, destroy the
political machine." During the last
congressional election less than 2% of
incumbents were voted out of office.
Of the few that were, the majority were
involved in scandals of some sort.
Many Americans are fearful of im
pending recession, resentful of the
proposed taxes on luxury items and
generally mistrustful of the govern
ments fiscal management.
There are some who say that lack of
voter turnout is a leading sign of con
tentment in America and that without
crucial and divisive issues, the voting
populace is content to leave things un
disturbed.
Conversely, there are others who
say that the reason peopledo not vote is
because they feel that their vote makes
no difference and that it is merely an
impotent and symbolic gesture.
The 435 seats of the House of Rep
resentatives were on the ballot Nov. 6.
Most states hold statewide elections
along with U.S. Congress elections in
order to streamline the process, en-

courage participation and cut costs,
Some states, California included, also
hold gubernatorial and voter initiative
elections at this time.
UOP junior, Suzi Ishikawa, com
mented on her plans to vote in this
year's election. "You can donate your
money and time to political campaigns
and feel a certain amount of influence,
but the only way to really make a
difference is to show up and mark the
box."
Another UOPstudent, who wished

to remain anonymous, stated that he
was not going to vote, "because I just
don't like any of the candidates. I'm
usually pretty good about voting but
I've read upa little bitand I reallydon't
feel compelled to vote."
There are many Califomians who
feel confused by the voter initiative
process and are fearful of the research
needed to make an educated decision.
Others feel that voter initiative is an
attempt to foster a pure democracy and
support the process.

23 of 28 props turned down
Enviornmental issues were hardest hit
"Big Green" Rejected
Californian's voted against the
sweeping "Big Green" Initiative
Tuesday. Proposition 128 lost by a 4
to 1margin as environmentalists who
dreamed of strict controls on emis
sions, pesticides,offshoredrillingand
logging weredefeated by votersfear
ful of its economic impact
"Forest Forever" Fails
Voters decided the fate of proposi
tion 130 which would ban clear-cuttingofforests.lt lost witha61 percent
of voters voting no.

Proposition 135; Pesticide Regulation
34.4% Yes
66% No
Proposition 132; Outlaw gill net use
47% Yes
53% No
Proposition 148; California Parks
Recreation Wildlife Enhancement Act
39% Yes
62% No
Proposition 126; Liquor tax
42% Yes
58% No
Proposition 133; Anti-Drug ProgramTaxes

30% Yes
70% No

Homecoming promotes spirit Illegal software checked
ready t° S°!

STABLE

Ben Goorin
News Editor
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Archania's winning float parades down Pacific Avenue displaying UOP's spirit of Homecoming.
The chilling morning of November 3rd detered spectators as the streets were more empty than
years past.

Living in a computer age changes
the way we buy food, make airline
reservations and prepare a paper for
class. For many, life is more exciting
and work more rewarding as we tap
into a technology which strives for new
potential in efficiency. Along with all
this inspiration comes frustration and
confusion as we face new problems in
the unfamiliar world of micro chips.
All of a sudden, in addition to practic
ing safe safe sex we must learn about
the risks involved with practicing un
protected software exchange.
Not only does sharing software in
crease your computer's chances of
catching a virus, butitis illegal. Copying
software from one computer to the next
is a criminal offense according to U.S.
copyright law. This is becoming more
of a concern assoftware vendors begin
to enforce these laws. According to
Kathy Hurtt, who directs the Office of
Internal Audit, this is becoming the
case. "Software vendors have become
more aggressive in following up on
illegal use."
In a memo sent throughout theUni
versity The Office of Internal Audit
cautions, "Because the University of

Hurtt is telling people not to panic.
the Pacific does not condone the use of
unauthorized software, and to protect "The intent is to get compliance," says
individuals from potential criminal Hurtt, "not to punish people."She says
charges, the Office of InternalAudit, as that the University is mostly concerned
a regular part of our audit procedures, that there are people unaware that
will begin checking personal comput sharing software is illegal.
The Office of Internal Audit will
ers on campus to confirm that all soft
incorporate thechecking of computers
ware was appropriately acquired."
The memo has raised questions by within their regular auditing process.
professors, adm inistrators and students They will belookingfor documentation,
who are concerned about being caught such as owners manuals as proof of
with illegal software. Many were un ownership. If illegal software is dis
aware of thelaws and the legal enforce covered, the possessors will have a
ment behind copyrighting
(See COMPUTER, page 2)
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New look is progressing

Author brings message to UOB
UOP writing class misses the bus during prank

,

By Kristin Wash
Guest Writer
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Sarah Walraven
Staff Writer

Just a few weeksago the new buildingfor theConservatory
of Music was in its beginning stages. However, within these
last weeks great progress has been made on the new on the
new classrooms. Theframing hasbeen completed, including
the walkway that will pass Faye Spanos Hall. Itappears that
only the major woodwork and brick laying remain to be
completed. Dr. Carl Nosse, dean of the Conservatory,
commented that the development has been smooth, "The
contractor, construction supervisor and architect have all
been very cooperative." If everything continues as sched
uled the new building will be finished by mid-March.
Conservatory studentsare scheduled to move into their new
classrooms this summer.

The Athletic department's multipurpose lawn and 250
yard track continues to make strides. The plot is to be used
for such things as intramural competitions and student
functions. Thelawn willalso be available for outside entities
to rent as well. Currently, all the necessary irrig lion
equipment has been installed. Ray Purpur, Director of
Athletic Operations, said that approximately $1,000 of
equipment is still needed. Purpur plans to obtain the
equipment, like sprinkler heads and fertilizer, through do
nations. If development remains on schedule,the sod for the
lawn will be planted in approximately two weeks. The
completion date for the entire project is set for this coming
Spring. Purpur said the lawn will be open with a ribbon
cutting ceremony and a party for all the individuals who
assisted in the development of the project.

Bad roads concern students
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Bumpy roads found on Baxter Way.

By Robert Yelas
Staff Writer

Have you driven by thequads lately?
You have probably noticed those
massive eucalyptus tree roots erupting
from the asphalt It doesn't take a low
riding sports car to leave your muffler
behind on BaxterWay, located adjacent
to Jackson, John Ballantyne and Jessie
Ballantyne dorms. Many students feel
that something should be done imme
diately about these hazardous and in
convenient road conditions.
"The bumps scrape and put holes
in my muffler," says Liz Rittenburg, a
resident advisor of Jessie Ballantyne.

She thinks the best solution would be to
pave over the old road.
The roots cannot be removed with
out destroying the trees. The physical
plant is considering some other
possibilities."Itneedsrepairoritneeds
some attention," says Ty Wilkinson,
the assistant director of the physical
plant "It's just a matter of time in
deciding the best way for the Univer
sity and themostcosteffectivemethod."
Oneof the options beingconsidered
is the incorporation of a "mall" effect
which would include the removal of
the curbed median, leaving the euca
lyptus trees intact The asphalt would
be removed and replaced by grass, park

Anderson Y
promotes service
By Viki Peterson
Guest Writer

Anderson Y Center, described as
the "heart and soul" of UOP by Dr.
Harold Jacoby in "Pacific Yesterday
and the Day Before That", is the
University s oldest student organiza
tion. The history of the student Y dates
back to 1879 when the school was
located in San Jose. Today, the
Anderson Y Center thrives, providing
programing that embraces both com
munity and campus needs.
The mission statement reads: "The
Anderson Y Center exists to challenge
and encourage students who want to
make a difference in their lives and in
society. Our puipose is to confront the
social and ethical issues of our time in
realistic ways. We provide an environ
ment for personal growth by encourag
ing individuals to become involved in
new experiences. Through education,
action, and service, we seek to think
globally and act locally."
Programs now underway at Ander
son Y include:
PARTNERS IN EDUCATION
(PIE) is a program designed to provide
friendship, support, and guidance for
children. Currently, PIE is working

primarily with Cambodian children
who live in the Park Village housing
complex. Through a variety of recre
ational and educational experiences,
the participants are allowed the oppor
tunity to meet new people, make new
friends, and leant more about them
selves and the world around them. PIE
meets at the Anderson Y every Friday
at 3:30 p.m. and welcomes all volun
teers.
TUTORING is the longest running
program in existence at the Anderson
Y. The tutorial program provides
services to students from kindergarten
through graduate school. The tutor
program matches trained U.OP. stu
dents with those people in need of
tutorial assistance. Selected tutors are
compensated between $6.00 and $7.00
per hour.
LEARNING FROM TIIE HEART
. is one of the newest program at the Y. It
engages the concern of a team of 22
student mentorswho offer positive role
modeling, tutoring and guidance to el
ementary school Cambodian refugee
children attending Cleveland Elemen
tary school. The program establishesa
unique educational support system
based on partnerships between the

(See ANDERSON Y, backpage)

benches and colorful shrubs and flow
ers. Baxter Way would then beblocked
off to all vehicle traffic.
"The mall effect would be really
nice, but unfortunately there is limited
parking," says Rittenburg. "One of the
advantagesof going toa small school is
close proximity parking . It wouldn't
be worth it to wipe out Baxter Way
unless they compensate for theparking
spaces.The Bechtel Center and Inter
national Center would become lost if
they didn't receive vehicle access."
"We want to dd something arid we
want student's input," says Wilkinson.
The Physical Plant Planning Commit
tee will decide what to do about Baxter
Way by January of 1991.
Major projects on campus are of
ten funded entirely by donations.
"Baxter Way is a last priority right
now," says Joe Kirim, Director of
PhysicalPlant."Otherprojects mustbe
completed first."
With the addition of the new con
servatory building, student fitness
center and the new intramural field, the
campus of is going to have a refreshing
new look.
Still, some students are more con
cerned with immediate concerns such
as the poor road conditions throughout
the campus. Others, such as Anders
Cuntell, a resident of John Ballantyne
learn tolive with it He thinks the roads
should be left the way they are. Hesays
that the roots serve as speed bumps,
forcing students to drive slowly.

Long Theatre was standing-roomonly on Monday night for Ken Kesey,
author of One Flew Over the Kuckoo's
Nest. Clad in his 60's garb, Kesey
approacded the stage and took his gum
out of his mouth and stuck it onto the
podium, signaling this would be no
ordinary lecture.
Kesey usedseveral attention getters,
he performed a magic trick, swore a lot
, told stories and used a styrofoam ball
with a microphone embedded in the
middle for audience members to talk
into and throw to each other for the
'question and answer' part of the lec
ture. His antics worked, and the audi
ence listened intently and laughed at
his anecdotes.
Kesey began by reading his
children's story, Tricker the Squirrel
Meets Big Double the Bear, then the
prologue to Caverns, the book he and
his 13 University of Oregon graduate
students wrote and published. He
concluded byasking for questions from
the audience.
When asked of his opinion of the
'War on Drugs', Kesey alluded that he
uses LSD and marijuana, and said, "I
don't want to turn it on to everyone,
because there's not that much to go
around." Noting that all Americans
have the freedom to worshop and be
lieve in what they want, he refferred to
the drugs as his church. "Theconstitu-
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"Furthur," Kesey's pschedelic bus, was no where to be found
tion is under attack with the war on
drugs," said Kesey. "We have a right to
decide what goes on in here (pointing
to his head). We can't let them take that
from us." This remark was met by
applause and whistles from the audi
ence.
Although Kesey is in favor of LSD

sfc-*»SI5i
Credit ca

and marijuana, he is against drugs like
crack and cocaine, and believes he
could be a good ally for those fighting $yi[cuse University •
against these drugs.
When asked why he has never seen
the movie version of One Flew Ova
the Kuckoo's Nest, he said that he
(See KESEY, back page)
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Illegal software examined
(COMPUTERS, from page 1)
chance to correct the problem on their
own. The auditors will follow up three
weeks later to insure removal of unau
thorized programs.
"We do not plan to make a campus
sweep," says Hunt "We want to assist

people in doing the right thing." The
focus will be directed towards Univer
sity owned computers. The main con
cern is within administrative offices
rather than professor or student use,
says HurtL
The office conducting the audit,

encourages people to contact the Of -h
CPS)—The good news is col
fice of Information Technology Help
stubnts arc finding it easier than i
Desk (946-3657) if they need further
clarification or wish to have their toibtain credit cards.
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computer checked for questionable
itesier
to fall into debt to the point i
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tatfe io drop out of school.
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FOR DOMINO'S PIZZA.
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Guest Writer

Ron Fortgang, a member of the
American-Israel Public Affairs Com
mittee, will be discussing the relationshipbetweenAmericanJewsand Israel.
The American-Israel Public Affairs
Committee is the primary lobbying
organization in the United States for
Israel. A wide variety of topics will be
covered over a free bagel brunch,
ranging from America's relationship
with the Jewish state, the possibility of
a Palestinian state and Israel's position
with regard to Iraq.
(See ISRAEL, back page)
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IT'S TIME FOR DOMINO'S PIZZA"

Call Us University of the Pacific'
952-3030
4343 Pacific Ave. • Stockton

FEAST!
$7.99

ONE
MEDIUM PIZZA

i $11.99 ™o
MEDIUM PIZZAS

J' $8.99
n $12.99 TWO
MEDIUM PIZZAS
ONE
MEDIUM PIZZA

||
DELUXE, MEATZZA
HAWAIIAN OR VEG1 PIZZA
I Domino's Pepperoni Pizza Feast is loaded ||
Get one of these delicious medium
with hefty helpings of Pepperoni,
specialty pizzas for $8.99 and get another
and Extra Cheese! Additional toppings
for only $4.00 more. Additional toppings
extra. Domino's Pan Pizza® available.
extra. Coupon required.
Coupon Required. Expires 11/23/90.
Expires 11/23/90.

II
II
II
II
II
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12 oz. Cans available.
j?Ve on a 6 pack of Coke.®
-' diet Coke® Now Available

II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
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$5.00

' -'I.,
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OFF!

Order any large pizza with two
or more toppings and gel $5.00 off.
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M\y

Coupon required.
Expires 11/23/90.

3 0 M I N U T E DELIVERY O R $ 3 . 0 0 OFF. G U A R A N T E E D .
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Hoeptner
Co ege Press Service

Israel to be
discussed
For the past few months, the world
has watched Iraq make its move in the
Middle East The tension continues to
grow daily for the surrounding coun
tries, including Israel.
The many problems which face Is
rael and its look towards the future in
the country's42 years of existence, will
be discussed Sunday, Nov. 11 at 11:00
a m. in the Wendell Phillips Center,
room 122.
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NEWS NOTES-

Signs of a troubled student job market
mount
Television camera erews and Pucker
Breaker officials roamed through the
crowd, making sure 288 couples' lips,
some meeting for the first time, stayed
pressed together for the requisite 10
seconds.
Tongues were flyin' everywhere,"
said participant John "Woody"
Westrum. "Finally we did something

"Tongues were
flyin' everywhere"
— John "Woody"
Westrum.
Pucker Buster Organizer

Mankato State University students set record of most couples kissing at one time
hereto bef0UnJ
pna, he is against druKs J
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couples had to kiss on the lips, and stay
lip locked for 10 seconds. Sponsored
by Mankato's student paper, The Re
porter, contestants easily outdid
Syracuse's relatively chaste mark of
400 kissers set last summer.

Bad debt causes some students to "drop out"
By B.J. Hoeptner
College Press Service
(CPS)—The good news is college
students are finding it easier than ever
to obtain credit cards.
The bad newsis they're also finding
it easier to fall into debt to the point of
having to drop out"of school.
Card companies that began mar
keting aggressively to college students
for the first time ever about two years
ago have, by thisfall, created something
of a debtor generation of collegians.
"Many students (here) have credit
cards and, yes, most of them are maxed
out," said Michael Labban, a studentat
Florida Atlantic University.
"I don't trust myself to get a Visa,"
said DeeAn Nakagawa, a student at
Western Washington University. A
friend of hers declared bankruptcy at
age 21, partly because of problems
with credit cards.
Nevertheless,Citibank Corporation,
whichpromotesstudentcreditcardson
18,000collegecampuses,estimates that
1.5 to 1.7 million students are carrying
their Visa and Mastercards this year
and"itcontinuestogoup,"saidCitibank
spokesman Bill Ahem.
To get them to sign on, card com
panies offer students nifty prizes and
premiums.
In 1989, American Express prom
ised new studentcard membersdiscount
airplane tickets.
Credit and charge card companies
give "huge candy bars" to students
who apply at Western Washington,
Nakagawa said.
Florida's Atlantic's Labban said he
receives "a lot" of "guaranteed-apProval" applications in the mail for
cards from oil companies, Visa and the
Discover card.
S tudents used to be seen as poor and
not very creditworthy by many of the
companies until recently.
Now they maintain thatstudents are
good customers whose default rates,
about4 percent,are no higher than that
of the general public.

However, student financial coun
selors are less sanguine about the
change.

[OFF!

Off! MSU Pucker Breaker '90.
Five-hundred sixtv-six Darticbants
gathered on the university'srugby field
for a mass pucker up.
To win official recognition from
Guinness Book of World Records,

Credit cards prove to be a mixed blessing

"We've found that students go on to
become our best customers," said Gail
Wasserman, a spokeswoman for
American Express, which offers a
charge card that must be paid off
monthly.

5.00
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(CPS) — It's almost official:
Mankato State University students have
laid claim to the world record for hav
ing the most couples kissing at one
time, apparently stealing the title from
Syracuse University at an Oct. 24 Kiss

festive for Homecoming. Whoever
thought it up was pretty ingenious."
But the event was not without con
troversy.Women'srugbyclubmembers
protested theeventbecauseittookplace
on the rugby field, and some claimed
vehicles left "ankle-deep" impressions
on the field.
Nevertheless, Pucker Breaker or
ganizers say they will still compile all
their registration documentation, have
it verified by local officials, and they'll
sendittotheGuinnessBookofRecords,
where the facts and figures are doublechecked.

"We see some (students) in trouble
to the point of dropping out," said Ann
^wift, a counselor at Iowa State
University's financial planning clinic.
Florida Atlantic's Labban, for one,
smd he stopped using his credit card
because he "couldn't handle it."
The number of students Swift sees
V'ho are in trouble with creditors has
"Creased over the past year, she said.

She blames the increase on the easy
availability of the cards and lack if
student education on the subject of
credit.
"Nowhere does anyone sit down
with them (students) and tell them"
about the trouble they can get into with
credit cards, Swift said.
Some schools try.
The University of Southern Maine
holds a session about credit cards at its
orientation for first-year students.
University of Texas students get a
written warning about incurring credit
card debts when they pick up their
financial aid applications.
But at Iowa State, Swift usually
doesn't get to see students until they are
already deep in debt and often have a
student loan to pay off as well.

Students "don't think about what
that (borrowing) means in terms of
future debt," Swift said.
It certainly means it is easier to
spend money. Credit card purchases
now account for 40 percent—up from
33 percent in 1988—of the bookstore
sales at California State University,
Hayward, store manager Norma
Schmitz estimated.
Some schools, including Syracuse,
Columbia, Vanderbilt, Cornell and
Duke universities as well as the uni
versities of Missouri and Kentucky,
have their own "debit" cards, which
students can use to purchase food and
books or use copy machines.
In some cases the charges go right
on to a student's tuition bill.
Tom Black, coordinator of a pilot

debit card program at the University of
North Carolina, contends such cards
are "safer" for students because they
can use them only for on-campuses
purchases.
Even so, Black said the school has
"some concern" that students won't
use the cards wisely.
For students whohaven't used their
regular credit and charge cards wisely,
Swiftsuggests firstcalling thecompany.
"Creditors will work with students"
who can't pay minimum charges,Swift
said.
In some cases, Swift encourages
debtors to take a second job, cut up the
card and send it back.
"It's a matter of tightening the belt
and slowly chipping away at the debt,"
she said.

Roommates arrested for fighting
(CPS) — A Wisconsin state law
meant to clamp down on domestic
violence also apparently applies to
dormitory roommates.
The state attorney general'soffice
said in an opinion delivered in midOctober that fighting college room
mates can be arrested under the law.
At least three students have been
arrested after getting into minor
scuffles with their roommates.
In one case, a student spent the
night in jail after slapping her
roommate. The spat arose because of
a disagreement over an iron. In an
other, a student was jailed following
a fistfight that started when one
roommate threw Froot Loops at an
other, who retaliated with a spoonful
of chocolate syrup.

The 1989 law requires police to
arrest any adult who has caused
physical injury to hisor her spouse or
former spouse. It also applies to other
relationships, including adults who
live together.
"It really sounds ludicrous," ad
mitted Charles Stathas, counsel for
the UW system, who unsuccessfully
asked the state attorney general to
make an exception for college
roommates.
Taking it one step further, Stathas
said, a fight between two students
who once roomed together would
also fall under the law.
"Police," Stathas said, "are in a
situation where they feel they have to
arrest people."

"The law leaves no discretion,"
added Sheila Kaplan, chancellor of
UW's Parkside campus, where two
incidents occurred.
As a way around the law, the cam
puses are encouraging students to
use resident assistants to help resolve
differences, or to take their grievances
through campus disciplinary chan
nels.
"We're encouraging students not
to call police for minor disturbances
of this kind," said UW-Whitewater
Chancellor James Connor.
Additionally, orientation sessions
include a briefing about the law and
a recommendation to roommates that
they might want to handle their argu
ments without involving the police,

BETHLEHEM, Pa. (CPS)—Just a week after campus placement offices
around thecountry reported corporate recruiters recently have been canceling
recruiting visits, a nationw ide survey found companies plan to hire fewer new
grads this year.
American companies plan to hire an average of 28 percent fewer grads
than they did last year, the College Placement Council reported Oct. 22.

Law students want credit for volunteering
for poor people
WASHINGTON, D.C. (CPS) — Law schools should give law students
credit for volunteering to work with poor people, a groupof law students said
at an Oct. 22 press conference.
"It is really outrageous that people can gothrough three years of law school
and never be exposed to the legal problems of someone who can't afford a
lawyer, said Steve Donzinger, a Harvard law student and member of Law
Students for Pro Bono. His group wants all law schools to require volunteer
work by the year 2000.
Tulane and Florida State university law schools already have volunteer
work graduation requirements.

Police make a drinking 'sweep' at Wyoming
LARAMIE, Wyo. (CPS)—Police celebrated "alcohol awareness week"
at the University of Wyoming by raiding a Phi Delta Theta fraternity party
Oct 21, and arresting more that 60 underage drinkers.
"For these charges to be made at the end of National Collegiate Alcohol
Awareness Week is doubly disturbing," said associate provost Jim Hurst.

Officials suspect arsonist caused San Jose
fire
SAN JOSE, Calif. (CPS) -Twenty-one students were injured whena fire
destroyed part of their San Jose State University dorm in the middle of the
night Oct 19.
Campus Police Chief Rick Abeyta said the fire was apparently started by
someone who lit a couch on fire.
Separately, the Nationwide MutualFire InsuranceCo. orColumbus, Ohio,
filed a $3.5 million suit against the families of two youths accused of setting
a fire that destroyed North Olsmsted High School in Cleveland SepL 16.

Student, following class instructions, jumps
blindfolded onto courtyard
CHAMPAIGN-URBANA, 111. (CPS) —A University of Illinois student,
blindfolded as part of a Psychology 103 exercise in guiding the visually
impaired, jumped from a classroom building platform and fractured his arm
after he reportedly heard a classmate instruct him to jump.
In theexercise, freshman William Bailey was in agroup that wassupposed
to be "blind" while other students guided them physically and verbally.When
Bailey reached a platform railing, however, he heard a voice telling him to
jump.
He fell to a brick courtyard about 10 feet below in what UIspokeswoman
Judith Rowan called an accident

Nation's public school bill hit $262 billion in
1988
WASHINGTON, D.C. (CPS) — Federal and state governments spent
more than $262 billion on public schools and colleges in 1988, the Census
Bureau reported Oct. 25.
States furnished some $147 billion, or 56 percent of the total, the report
added.
Separately, the U.S. Dept of Education estimated that Americans spent
$310 billion on both public and private education in 1988-89. In September,
the forecast the nation will spend a record $384 billion this school year.

Harvard student groups told to pay to be
called Harvard student groups
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. (CPS)—Harvard University officials say they will
now charge student groups a 7.5 percent royalty fee for using the Harvard
name or logo on T-shirt or other items.
Groups mustalso have any fundraising items bearing the school's registered
trademarks officially okayed by the centralized Harvard Student Agencies,
Sylvia J. Stress of the school's trademark program said.
"I have no way of telling what is real a student group and what is not,"said
Stress, v/ho added that only student groups hoping to profit from the items
would have to pay the royalty.
In September, Harvard dining and dorm officials themselves quietly
agreed tostop using trademarked Bart Simpson and McDonalds Corporation
images in their marketing.
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Mexico's political future looking brighter
SIS Dean stresses importance of understanding our southern neighbor
By Heather Schoeny
Staff Writer

Haitian presidential
candidate draws
huge following
PORT-AU-PRINCE,

Haiti

(Chronicle Foreign Service)—The
presidential candidacy of firebrand
radical priest Jean-Bertrand
Aristide, just a few short weeks old,
is fast on its way to transforming
the Haitian political equation.
A record-breaking 77 percentof
the country's eligible voters have
registered for the Dec. 16 elections,
most of them in the past two weeks.
Their enthusiasm is clearly inspired
by Aristide, commonly known as
"Titid."
The rising tide for the
37-year-old Aristide has dashed the
hopes of most of the 25 other can
didates —a mixed bag of politicians
largely without popular followings.
Ever since Aristide's nomination
by the National Front for Change
and Democracy, citizens from
across this democracy-starved
country — in a coalition of more
than 15 center-left parties — have
rallied, shouting, "The prophet is
here!"
"People have been cry ing out
for him for four years," one politi
cal activist said. "He's the most
serious candidate for change. For
others, the presidency is just a form
of business."

U.S. will control
troops in Middle East
(Associated Press) Secretary of
State James A. Baker III reached
agreement Monday with Saudi
Arabia that if U.S. troops go to
battle against Iraq they will be un
der American command, a top Bush
administration official said.
A former West German chan
cellor meanwhile flew to Iraq to
seek freedom for. foreigners held
hostage by Iraqi leader Saddam
Hussein, and the European Com
munity convened a special session
in hopes of keeping members in
line.
The decision on command and
control was announced after Baker
held a two-hour meeting with King
Faud.
The senior official, who insisted
on anonymity, said theSaudis would
play a decisive role because they
would sharecommand of American
troops used to defend Saudi Arabia
and would have to give a green
light before the 100,000 U.S. troops
in the oil-rich kingdom. Once the
Americans enter battle, U.S. com
manders will direct them, the offi
cial said.

and replacement of substandard or
temporary facilities.
Protests havespread nationwide
since starting three weeks ago in the
low income suburbs north of Paris,
where a student was raped in a
school lavatory and several teach
ers and students were assaulted.

Lebanese armies sign
treaty
DAM ASCUS, Syria (Associated
Press) —After more than three years
of fighting and 1,100 dead, the
leaders of Lebanon's main Shiite
militias signed a treaty Monday al
lowing the Lebanese army toexpand
its control over the nation.
Nabih Berri, leader of the
Syrian-backed Amal militia, and a
top official of the pro-Iranian group
Hezbollah signed a peace accord to
allow army control ofShiite Moslem
areas that included the southern
slums of Beirut where the 13
Western hostages had beed believed
held.
The peace agreement, which be
comes effective Saturday, was
signed at the end of a 10-hour
meeting with Syrian and Iranian
officials by Berri and Hezbollah
Secretary-General Sheik Subhy
Tufeili.
Amal, which means 'hope' in
Arabic, and Hezbollah, or Party of
God, have fought intermittently
since June 1987 vying for control of
Lebanon's 1.2 million Shiite Mos
lems.
They are among the major mi
litias that Lebanese President Elias
Hrawi's government is trying to
disarm to implement a peace plan to
end over 15 years of civil war.

Replacement sought
for Ayatollah
ATHENS (Chronicle Wire Ser
vices)—An exiled Iranian dissident
group said yesterday that hard-line
clerics in Tehran are seeking the
replacement of Ayatollah Ali
Khamenei as spiritual leader of the
Islamic Republic.
The Mujahedeen Khalq organi
zation, a dissident group based in
Baghdad, quoted reportsfrom inside
the Iranian government as saying
the hard-line clerics met privately
in Tehran recently the possible re
placement of Khamenei as spiritual
leader.
The Assembly of Experts, a spe
cial college of clerics, elected
Khamenei spiritual leader of Iran
after the death lastyear of Ayatollah
Ruhollah Khomenei, founder of the
Islam Republic.

French students'
protest turns violent

Storm in Japan kills
nine

PARIS (Associated Press) —
French youths wrecked stores and
stoned riot police Monday as more
than 100,000 high school students
nationwide joined marches de
manding more teachers, better fa
cilities, and improved security on
campus.
Authorities said most of the
marchers in more than adozen cities
were orderly. But scores of youth
threw stones and bottles at riot po
lice stationed near the National
Assembly building in Paris, where
lawmakers opened debate on the
1991 education budget.
At least five police officers and
eight journalists were injured by
projectiles, police said. Youth
damaged several stores, telephone
booths and newsstands during a
rampage that lasted about an hour.
Other marches involving at least
3,000 students were reported in
Lyon, Grenoble, Toulouse, Rennes,
Brest,
Clermont-Ferrand,
Strasbourh, Lille, Lens, Nancy,
Marseille and Bordeaux. At least
two cars were damaged in Lyon,
where an estimated 6,000 students
marched.
The students' main demand is
the adoption of a long-term plan to
improve the national school system
through hiring of additional staff

TOKYO (Chronicle Wire Ser
vices) — Landslides, flooding and
strong wind and waves killed nine
people and left two others missing
in central and northern Japan, police
reported Monday.
High waves washed five fisher
men from the shore into the sea in
Shizuoka, southwest of Tokyo, and
three were found dead, police said.
Fellow fishermen rescued the other
two.
On Japan's northernmost main
island of Hokkaido, two people,
including a 4-year-old girl, were
killed when their house was buried
by a landslide caused by heavy rain,
said an official of the National Po
lice Agency.

Mexico is a nation that very rarely
makes the front page of the newspaper
or the ten o'clock news. There are few
drastic and dramatic events happening
in Mexico, keeping it a fairly quiet
nation. For these reasons thereis much
apathy about the country that borders
us. Mexico is our neighbor, yet the
general public understands the politics
and governments of the Middle East
better than they do those of Mexico.
Martin Needier, the dean of the school
of International Studies, wants desper
ately to change this unawareness, and
therefore spoke at the Bechtel Center
for the World on Wednesday forum last
week about Mexico's political future.
Mexico is an unusual country due
to thefact that for thelast 60 years there

GENEVA (Associated Press) —
Eighteen European nations agreed
Monday to keep carbon dioxide
emssions in their nations at 1990 levels
to curb the threat of global warming.
They also pledged to urge other coun
tries to follow suit.
But the draft of a ministerial decla
ration that will conclude a 10-day U.N.
conference on global warming indi
cated that the slower U.S. approach to
controlling emissions is likely to pre
vail in the conference's final docu
ment
The United S tates has argued thatin
view of the great cost of limiting
greenhouse gas emissions, more re
search is needed before drastic mea
sures are taken.
The goal of limitingcarbon dioxide
emissions to 1990 levels by the year
2000 was set at a joint meeting of the
environmental ministers of the 12-nation European Community and the
six-nation European Free Trade Asso
ciation.
The joint statement invited "all in
dustrialized nations to take similar ac
tion."
Scientists have identified carbon
dioxide as the main contributor to the
so-called greenhouse effect, induced
by heat-trapping gasses. Other green
house gases are methane, nitrous oxide
and chlorofluorocarbons.
Industrialized nations contribute
three-quarters of all man-made green
house gases.
Carlo Ripa de Meana, the EC envi
ronment commissioner, said the ac
cord strengthened the European posi

demanding a boycott of final exams
to protest school conditions clashed
with pupils who wanted to take the
tests, leaving up to 19 people dead,
police said Monday.
Ten more blacks were killed in
other township violence, including
eight apparently caught in a feud
between competing taxi companies,
police reported.

Dean SIS
for Latin America, where countries are
synonymous with Coup d'Etat, mili
tary violence, and revolution. The way
that this trend has characterized Mexico
provides the keys to understanding the

tion at the conference, attended by about
700 scientists from about 100 nations.
Ministers from more than 80
countries, including several heads of
government, are expected at the twoday wind up of the U.N. conference.
The session will set the stage for for
mal negotiations in Washington in
February on an international treaty on
global warming.
"Europeans are leading in this
battle," Ripa de Meana said. "The
question of how to persuade the United
States and the Soviet Union will be a
central task of this conference."
But environmental groups attend
ing the conference said the Europeans
already had backed away from earlier
proposals.
Jeremy Leggett of Greenpeace
Britain said he thought some govern
ments will strip the final document of
any targets. He said the United States,
the Soviet Union and Saudi Arabia
were the principal opponents to swift
action.
The 30-point draft declaration cir
culated yesterday avoids setting targets
and makes no firm committments to
ward reducing the greenhouse effect.
Scientists at the conference have said
immediate action is needed.
The draft declaration said that over
the past decade, a "clear scientific
consensus has emerged" on global
warming expected to occur in the next
century.
The international treaty on global
warming will be signed in mid-1992at
a conference in Rio de Janeiro.
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the long run, Mexican politics will be
more pluralist, more open, more com
petitive in line with social and eco
nomic circumstances."
While keeping things in perspec

4343 Pacific Ave.

tive, Needier feels that in the shorty
the politics of Mexico indicate thatt^
PRI will stay in power. He feels thai
the opposition to the PRI could notwj,
the election of 1988 during the lowt
economic era of Mexico then it ^
meager chances of winning in thenea.
future.
Mexico's economy is now on tf
upswing, however, turning away fom
its revolutionary principles and sign
ing onto the free market model. Tf
Mexican government has abandons;
protection of industry, continued ih
privatization of the public sector, am
increased free trade with the United
States and Canada. All of these factor;
lead to Mexico's ability to become
another one of the leading industrial
countries in the world- one that willf,
a frequent on the frontpages and theten
o'clock news.

Americans expect
war in Iraq
Majority believe U.S. should attack
WASHINGTON (Associated
Press)—A majority of Americans say
the United States should attack Iraq if
U.S. hostages are mistreated or if an
embargo fails to force Iraqi troops from
Kuwait, according to a poll released
this week.
Nearly seven in 10 respondents
expect the United States to become
involved in a war with Iraq, the ABC
News survry shows.
The poll also found that 65 percent
of the respondents approve of Presi
dent Bush's handling of the crisis in the
Persian Gulf. That figure is about the
same as in a poll last month.
The telephone poll was conducted
Nov. 2-4 among a random sampling of
1,093 voters. It has a margin of error of

3.5 percentage points.
The survey suggests that Ameri
cans are hardening their views on Iraq.
For instance:
Fifty-six percent said the United
States should attack Iraq if Baghdad
mistreats American hostages, and 41
percent favor such an attack even ifii
costs hostages' lives.
Fifty-one percent favor an attackif
the international economic embargo
does not succeed in driving Iraqi troy
out of Kuwait.
Two-thirds approve of the station
ing of U.S. troops in Saudi Arabia
Seven in 10 want Bush to gain
permission from congress before go
ing to war with Iraq.
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future of Mexican politics.
Needier firmly believes that things
are changing in Mexico and the future
will not pattern itself after the past.
Mexico will have to adjust in the long
run to thesuperstructure of their socio
economic base. Needier predicts, "In

"In the long run, Mexican politics will
be more pluralist, more open, more
competitive..."
— Martin Needier

European nations fight
global warming

African students
clash in riots
JOHANNESBURG (Chronicle
Wire Services) — Black students

has been an unbroken succession of
constitutional presidents. The stability
has been provided by the rule of a
single dominantpolitical party- the PRIsince 1929. One must remember that
although thisis unusual for any country
in the world, it is especially surprising
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OPINION
Racism resistance
„ ^P116 tbe Public relations pamphlets illustrating UOP's
melting pot" and the statistics emphasizing the number of ethnic
students m residence, there's still one aspect of campus diversity
that holds a shadow upon all others: racism.
Ask the average student at UOP his or her view on the
prevalence of racism on campus and you're likely to hear a
number of responses. However, the most notable will be by those
students who assure that racism does not exist at UOP. Unfortu
nately, this is the type of uninformed or mislead student who
perpetuates the racist attitudes that cripples the progress of the
University. Racism does exist at UOP. Perhaps it doesn't dis
play itself as it does on other campuses: burning crosses, rocks
through windows and segregated housing, but therein lies the
problem. UOP experiences an unseen racism.
It is inadequate to think that if racism is subtle, it's not harmful.
On the contrary, the more subtle racism is - the more trouble it
causes. How can victims deal with something they can't see or
put a finger on? A burning cross is a sure symbol toall, buta dirty
look or"exclusive"party leaves ambiguity. Yictimscandeal with
the concrete, but not the ambiguous.
However, racism s greatest opposition comes from achieve
ment, such as lastweekend'sHomecomingParade victory for the
African-American Student Union. Though displaying only a
partial representation of student members, the A.A.S.U. sug
gested to the University students, administration, alumni and
Stockton community that despite the racism presented to them by
actions and words on campus, these students could and would
acheive their goals, regardless of any societal obstacles. A giant
step forward for African-Americans on campus, but a step that
should not have to be taken. The real problem of resolving the
racism conflict lies not with African-American students or the
A.A.S.U., but with the campus as a whole.
The real victory against racism will be recognized when the
A.A.S.U. presentation is not the only forum of ethnic expression
at Homecoming and when the University community recognizes
AfiicarvAmgrican students as people and not as a club.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Ignorance
promotes racism
A part of racism is a lack of knowl
edge about the histories of different
cultures and races.
A perfect example of this was stated
by RobStewart, President of Archania,
in last week's Pacifican. In the article,
"Racism Investigated," Stewart stated
that the Confederate Hag to Archania
stands for "gracious living of the an
tebellum era." According to"Webster's
New World Dictionary" the term "an
tebellum stands"for the pre- Civil War
lifestyle in America.
Of course Stewart as a white male
would have a gracious lifestyle in the
antebellum South. The antebellum
South wascharacterizedby Black slaves
being forced tocook, clean and do field
work from dawn to dusk. The ante
bellum lifestyle was also characterized
by the beating and killing of Black
men, the raping of Black women and
children, and the separation of Black
families. Does this type of antebellum
lifestyle sound gracious to you?
Archania also employs the Con
federate flag as its major symbol. Ac
cording to the" Encyclopedia of Southem Culture", the Confederate Hag was
never adopted by the Confederate states,
nor was it officially used by Confederate
Veterans or organizations. According
to the encyclopedia, the flag did not
reach great popularity until the 1950s.
In the 1950s, the flag was used by
southern whitesand the Klu Klux Klan
to express their dissatisfaction with the

federal government's franchisement of
blacks and other minorities.
African-Americans view the Con
federate Hag in the same manner that
Europeans view the Swastika. Al
though the Swastika originally stood
for good luck, the Nazis transformed it
into a symbol of anti-Semitism, white
supremacy and hatred. This is similar
to what racist whites and the Ku Klux
Klan did to the Confederate Hag. Eu
ropeans have denounced the Swastika
which onceoppressed them, ifArchania
wants to "Do the Right Thing" it will
denounce the Confederate Hag as well.
Jamie Hobbs

Alumni need
more info.
Editor's note: The following letter
has been submitted to the PacificAlumni
Association and the Pacifican
Upon graduation from UOP, a stu
dent not only receives a diploma but
also a Pacific Alumni Association
membership card to certify that the
graduate "is a life time member of the
Pacific Alumni Association."
My question to you is what does
this membership ask of UOP alumni
and what does it give the alumni? I feel
that what it asks of the alumni is that we
donate time and money to UOP. Per
haps in time we may give a presenta
tion on a topic in our field or just be on
a list for students to call if they are
interested in a career that we have
chosen. However, many alumni can
tell of phone calls or envelopes received

asking for donations. We are always campus and a positive connection with
the Stockton community, exemplified
contacted for that.
This brings me to the other half of especially well this year with Tri Delta's
my question: what do the alumni re float with the Anderson Y.
I understand that this parade may
ceive for being a "life time member"?
I am asking because I have notrecei ved have been the last because of the costs;
anything— at mycurrent orpermanent perhaps alumni would donate to help
address—about alumni events except keep the parade if they felt their pres
for the envelopes mentioned above, ence was really wanted to make the day
not even an invitation to Homecoming. special. I know it is expensive to keep
If I did not work in Stockton and still track of all of UOP's graduates, but it
have friends at the University, I would takes money to make money and other
schools seem to do it. Money that
not have known it was happening.
I am not the only one with thisstory. could have been saved was the money
Most people I have talked to heard of spent on fireworks that were shot off
Homecoming through friends still at while the sun was still shining. That
UOP or through their Greek houses. It money could have gone to alumni
is my belief that the Alumni Associa mailings or maybe the fireworks could
tion would get more from alumni if the have been shot off at the end of the
alumni got more from them: invitations game.
In closing, I am asking that the
to our Homecoming and information
alumni
be equally informed on what
about other alumni events.
UOP
can
do for us as what we can do
I think the lack of information get
for
UOP.
It is too bad that many more
ting out was also apparent at the small
alumni
did
not get informed this past
number of people at last weekend's
weekend.
It
was a beautiful day and
Homecoming parade. This is too bad
congratulations
to our Tigers and to the
when the parade offers so much toall of
parade
winners
on a great day's work.
us; the opportunity to get reacquainted
Anne Swehla
with old friends, the development of
unity in the students' living groups on

LETTER'S POLICY
Letters must be typed and not more than 250 words. All
submissions must have a name, address and telephone number to
be considered for print.
The Pacifican reserves the right to edit all letters for length and
clarity.
Deadline for submission is Monday at noon for the following
Thursday's issue. Bring or mail your letter to 3rd floor Hand Hall
Stockton, Ca. 95211.

PACIFIC TALKS

"Your opinion of this year's Homecoming?

f!

Craig Cuadagnolo
Alumnus '89
COP/SBPA

Glno Lozano
Freshman
Sociology

Alina Sargiss
Senior
Intl. Affairs/Commerce

Leonard Hernandez
Senior
Psychology

liima DeLaCruz
Alumnus '90
SBPA

John Seabreeze
Junior
Economics

' liked the parade but my favorite
part was the football game and all
of the spirit. I thought it was great
to have the football team sing after
their victory.

It was pretty good. Some of the
floats were exciting and showed a
lot of spirit.

I think it was the most exciting and
spirited event in the last three years
that I've been here.

I think it was a great success. I'm
glad to see the school and commu
nity standing behind the football
team because that helps the team
be successful.

I thought it went well and better
than past Homecomings. The floats
were a lot more creative this year.

I think the parade was the best since
I've been here. However, I think
there could be a more coordinated
effort to bring students, alumni and
faculty together.
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Everett Russell

La Brack studies Sikh society

of UOP

Fifteen years of dissertation work leads to better understanding
By

Michelle Adams

Guest Writer

What is an anthropologist to do
when he is refused a field research visa
to study abroad, not once, but twice?
He changes the focus of his study and
finds a domestic location to base his
study on. This is what happened to Dr.
Bruce La Brack when he requested
permission to do field work in both
India and East Affica while working on
his Ph.D. dissertation. Little did he
know this would lead him to Northern
California and to a research area that
would consume the next 15 years of his
life.
La Brack is a professor of anthro
pology at UOP. While a graduate studentatSyracuseUniversity, he became
interested in South Asian studies. Due
to war in India and the expulsion of
South Asian from Eastern Africa, he
could not study abroad. Instead he
chose to focus on South Asian immi
grants who were living in Northern
California.
His research of theSikhsofNorthern
California has grown from his disser
tation to study to which hehas devoted
a major part of his life. His work with
the S ikhs isknown by manyas the most
complete study of South Asians by
anyone in the field of anthropology.
The Sikhs, although of Indian de
cent, do not follow either the Hindu or
Moslem faith. "They are a separate
religion," says La Brack, "and have
only been organized as a religion for
about 520 years."
They came to the United States in
search of economic opportunity. The
first phase of immigration, from 1904
to 1923, were mostly men. Many settled
in the rich agricultural valleys of
Northern California. "They were
concentrated in the Sacramento, San

Joaquin and Imperial valleys,but many
others drifted throughout California in
search of farm work," says La Brack.
In studying the history of the Cali
fornia Sikhs, La Brack found that these
first immigrants were drawn into the
migrant circle very quickly. They

"The Sikhs were
able to examine;
with some
thoroughness; the
types of crops,
land and working
conditions to be
found in
California
— Dr. Bruce La Brack
Anthropology Professor
formed "labor gangs" which were
democratic bodies whose members
shared a common religion, language,
social background and set of values.
Some Sikhs were able to find year
roundemploymenton farms orranches.
"Often these (Sikhs) became foremen
or section bosses by virtue of their
industry and agricultural knowledge,"
syas La Brack.
These were years of learning, ac
cording to La Brack. "The Sikhs were
able to examine, with some thorough
ness, the typesof crops, land and work
ing conditions to be found in Califor
nia. During these years, the Sikhs
saved their eamingsand laterwereable
to purchase small plots of land which
theycould farm orplant orchard crops."
The Sikhs wanted to maintain a
quiet existence in these early years to
protect themselves from negative public
attention. They began to abandon the

traditions of their heritage, "particu
larly the distinctive turban, long hair
and beard," says La Brack. This was
also a way for an illegal Sikh to go
undetected by authorities.
Through his research, La Brack has
found that although problems still ex
ist, the Sikh communities of Northern
California have grown largereach year
by the continued immigration from
India and other Sikh communities
abroad. "In 1980therewereover6,000
Sikhs in theYubaCity area and 100,000
nationwide," says La Brack.
This growth in population has al
lowed the Sikh community tomaintain
its own identity, relatively free from
outside influence. "They still have
arrangedmarriages, they often maintain
vegetarianism and they maintain their
own language and customs," says La
Brack. "Yet they participate strongly
in the political and economic systems
of the United States."
"What I am trying to doucment is
how the South Asians, even though
they are oneof the most unlikely groups,
are actually playing a very active po
litical role in the U.S., lobbying against
a control of power in India," says La
Brack. "It interests me because when I
started looking at them 15 years ago,
they had no political power."
La Brack explained that the Sikhs
remain alargely unknown ethnic group
to most Americans. They are a rich part
of California history and their contri
butions toagriculture cannot be denied.
"The Sikhs are not like I am and
that's okay, that's good,"says La Brack.
"They are American but, they remain
fundamentally Sikh. I want to continue
to monitor the changes over time. That's
what's interesting."

baseball for UOP.
After playing football for three years,
lettering on theteam and playing baseball
for two years, Russell decided to dedicate
himself to pitching for the Tigers.
Participating in two sports gave
Russell opportunities he mightnever have
had. "I got the chance to make alot of
friends from two completely different
groups of people," says Russell. "I also
got the chance to see what it is like to play
for a high profile sport, football anda low
profile sport, baseball."
Russell a Communication/Broad
casting major, would like to play baseball
as long as possible and then get a job in
Sports Broadcasting.
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Travel Magazine seeks photos
Will pay students cash
to bring UOP students wealth, fame
and prestige, or at least give them a shot
at $250 and the chance to show off.
A travel magazine for college stu
dents, Student Traveler is publicshed
in the fall and spring of each school
year and is freely distributed to more
than one million students at 300 cam
puses across the country, including
UOP.
The topics featured in themagazine
cover a wide variety of vacation spots
across the world, but mainly include
travel locations within the United States.
Past features have included Eastern
Europe to Chicago. Also included in
each issueare the"happening" spots in

»d

iP1

Story by Krista Huntsman;

Student Traveler magazine wants

n

'

these vacation areas and articles that
describe where to go, what to do at
night and variousactivities available at
these vacation locations. For example,
a recent issue described both Oregon's
best dance hall and a "funky" record
store in Austin, Texas.
Not only does Student Traveler
write about where to go, but they also
give tips about how to travel. Past
articles have been about what type of
books to take on long tripsand cures for
queasy stomachs.
Student Traveler is not only a
magazine written for college students,
but is always in search of distinctive
travel photos from students for their
"Your Turn" department "Your Turn"

li#•^385Cla
story
«ity
St" O"®" •
cast
Murray Kid>'

is aphoto essay section, giving students W , ^dUsaVandfr I'1
theopportunitytoplaceaphotooftheiii K'®neC e'
was i *'>
favorite vacation spot, to describe the ^
broaA as'
or
spot they have visited and the story I
behind it Students have the chance to
publish something they have written I
and to make money as well.
If you have a humorous or intrigu-

What hap

ing picture from arecent trip, send itto
Student Traveler. If they print it, you j,
will receive $250.
Send the photograph, which they
cannot return, and the story behind it to
Student Traveler, Attn: L. Leming
"Your Turn"; 505 Market St; Knoxville, TN 37902.
Deadlines for entries is Nov. 19,
1990.
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Quotable Quotes
Compiled, by Krista Huntsman, Feature Editor
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"Money can't buy happiness, but it can buy "Basically; my wife was immature. I'd be at
you a yacht and you can sail right up next to home in the bath and she'd come in and sink
it."
my boats."

— David Lee Roth

Everett Russell, a junior from Green
Valley, Calif, hasplayfd both football and

— Woody Allen

"Sex appeal is 50% what you've got and 50% "Parents often talk about the younger genera
what people think you've got."
tion as if they didn't have anything to do with
—Sophia Loren it."

H»««»lbrituda»c

»campus is thedaicc
According to Eugene 1

len

— Funny Funny World
"Teenagers go to college to be with their
boyfriends and girlfriends; they go because "I'm an instant star — just add water and
they can't think of anything else to do; they go stir."
because their parents want them to and
— David Bowie
sometimes because their parents don't want
them to; they go to find themselves, or find a "The first sign of maturity is the discovery that
husband, or to get away from home and the volume knob also turns to the left."
sometimes even to find out about the world in
— Chicago Tribune
which they live."
— Harold Howe II "Bad taste is simply saying the truth before it
Former US Commisioner of Education should be said."
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— Mel Brooks

"The whole thing is to keep working and pretty
soon they'll think you're good."
"I just try to understand that tomorrow is
— Jack Nicholson another day."

%Wtit;ckerrUrier
'^l^JUdgc

— Bob Dylan

"Education is learning what you didn't even
know you didn't know."
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— Daniel}. Boorstin
Ob.

Archania's tradition continues
By

Chris Cook

Guest Writer

representation of the University as a
whole. Theevening ended with faculty

and members of the fraternity engaging in playing pool.
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This past month, Archania reinstituted a long-standing traditionby hold
ing its first Faculty Open House/Dress
Dinner of the year.
This was a particularly special dress
dinner as it was attended by President
and Mrs. Atchley and Dean Marks
among other Deans of selected schools,
administrators and faculty.
PresidentAtchley spoke of his views
about the entire Greek system, noting
that the leadership from the Greek
system is an essential aspect of life at
UOP. Atchley also mentioned that a
majority of thestudent body on campus
look toward the Greek system as a
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Checkout the Conservatory of Music this month
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By Matt Castle

Vince Anderson and Zach Hammer
W'U suPP'y a radio atmosphere with

staff writer
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This month is full of exciting Con
servatory events, includingrecit^sby
(acuity andstudenls as well as concerts
by major ensembles and rh™a
by
jo ensembles and chamber
groups. The week ofNovember 4-11is
American Music Week, and the Con
servatory has several commemorative
events planned. Some of these have
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mtheDeMarcusBrownStudioTheatre.
This comic opera by Gian-Carlo

~ble "y Conservator
Fehcia Sandler, a work for jazz quartet
and wind esemble composed bySservatory faculty member Ron Caviani

p! °
n W1" ** P&d0Tmcd in
Enghsh) celebrates American Music
Week: MenottibecameaUnitedStates

Both ba"ds will be directed by Dr
Robert Halseth. This event will take
place on Saturday the 10th at 3 pTta

PlflMaifl was inspiredby Barber's
home town inPennsylvania, where the
story takes place.It is directed by fac
ulty member Mark Ross Clark and
accompanied on piano by George
Buckbee,professor of voice. The small
cast includes Conservatory students
Raquel Esparza,Murray Kidd, Ursula
Kleinecke, and Lisa Vander Ploeg.
Since the show was originally in
tended for radio broadcast, students

Tuta,mnia»DougHuntwai6ive

hls recnal

on Friday the 18ih at 8:00.
His prognm, will include panicipaiion
Prom

students in a tuba quartet, solo

The Faye Spanos Concert Hall is
and accompanied works dating
from
s
•
the early 1700s to the present., and
music for brass quintet. The quintet,
Brassific, is made up of Conservatory
faculty who accordingto Hunt, want to
call themselves "Forty-something."
Randy Hawkins's and Doug Hunt's

What happened to Concerts at UOP?
By Courtney Barnes

Staff Writer

CyndiLauper,Kenny Loggins, The
Pretenders; these are just a few of the
artists who heldmajor concertsatUOP
in the past few years. Why no longer?
Duringtheyears 1985-1987,ourstudent
funded concert program had lost an
excess of $10,000.
John Carmichael, ASUOP Presi
dent, said "This wasn't a fair use of
student fees.The venues werenot filled
and certainly not with UOP students."
Carmichael feels that it is a disgrace
that, "A major University (like UOP)
can't bring talent to its campus." Ac
cording to Carmichael, since our stu
dent supported concert program faded
outin 1988,ASUOPhasparticipatedin
present shows"in which thepromoter,
not ASUOP, takes the financial risk.
The last of these shows was New Kids
On theBlock in the 1988-1989 school
year. The focus for student entertain
ment on campus is the dance club.
According to Eugene Tarn, Assis
tant ClubManager, thenew dance club
is calledStatic Attic. Tarn says theclub
is near completion. ASUOP is cur
rently in theprocess of ordering sound
andlightequiptment for thenew venue.
It willbe located behind the foodcourt
on the second level of the McCaffrey
Center."Attic" will beavailable to rent
on Thursday and Saturday nights and
will be open to University students on

Staff Writer
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and it is free to students.
Professor ofpiano Randy Hawkins
will give a recital on Tuesday, No
vember 13, at 8 pm. "The recital will
have a theme," says Hawkins. All of
the selections are by "composers who
had brushes with insanity and were
institutionalized and who died as a
result of syphillis." This unique head
ing includes such composersas Robert
Schumann, Bedrich Smetana, Hugo
Wolf, Scott Joplin, and, as a joke,
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By Mark Serrurier
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Also this weekend, the Symphonic
WindEnsemble andConcertBand will
play a program of all-Americanmusic
to further commemorate American

J^'0" piCCe

Friday
Friday nights.
nights.
According to Tarn, the venue will
have aportable dance floor and asmall
stage for presenting comedy shows.
ASUOPis currently innegotiation with
ARA Food Service to have the food

<

Just as one cannot judge a book by
its cover, it is true that a restaurant
cannot be judged by its name. In se
lecting to review theFish MarketIwas
first excited by the namebecauseIlove
seafood. By the same token, there is
nothing worse than bad seafood.The
name, "The Fish Market", brings to
mind anextensive menu with varieties
of sea food prepared in a myriad of
ways. However, what I found was a
limited menu that left me trying to
figure out how I could improve my
meal.I did this by adding appetizers
like shrimp cocktailand prawns.Iwas
satisfied but not overly impressed.

"At one point it
occurred to me
that if Denny's
were to open a sea
food restaurant;
this would be it!"
At onepoint it occured to me thatif
benny's were to open a sea food restourant, this wouldbeit!Everything on
file menu seemed safe. No risks were
taken toprepare specialtiesor outof the
ordinary dishes.
With my Mahi Mahi Ireceived a
green salad and red potatoes.Unfortu
nately, the salad looked old, the pota

recitals, whichwill takeplace inFSCH,
are both part of the Resident Artist
Series, a cycle of concerts andrecitals
sponsored by the Conservatory each
year for the purpose of making music
readily available to all UOP students.
The first studentrecital of this school
year will be on Saturday, November

.
play works by Gliere, Franz Strauss,
Malcolm Arnold, and Carl Nielsen,
and Katie, a music management/busi
ness major, will perform solos forboth
flute and bassoon,as well as a bassoon
sextet These and almost all other stu
dent recitals will take place in the Re
cital Hall.

the home for most Conservatory events
it i. t l rm j
0n Tuesday the 19th Mike Vax,
17, when John Ferguson, a senior majoring in violinperformance andpiano Professor of trumpet, will offer a properformance, willgive arecital in both Sram of classical and jazz music with
instruments. The next evening, junior thehelpof other professors and students.
Cindy Henderson and senior Katie TTiis program will take placein FSCH.
Garrett will give a joint recital. Cindy, Graduate studentTeresaHerfindahl will
a Frenchhom performance major, will PlaY a French homrecital on the 26th,
b
^

and on the next night several student
brass ensembles willperform aconcert
of various works for chamber groups.
The following evening, November 28,
thePacificArts WoodwindQuintet will
play the program which they had
originally scheduled for October 23.
The Quintet is made up of faculty
members Mat Krejci, flute, Tom
Nugent, oboe, William Dominik,
clarinet, Don DaGrade, bassoon, and
George Nemeth, French hom. Mr.
Nugent is a new professor in the Con
servatory, and thisrecital willmark the
debut performance of these five play
ers as a chamber group.
The last Conservatory event in
November is scheduled for Friday the
30th, when theJazz Ensemblewillplay
a Big Band Dance/Concert scheduled
to take place in Grace Covell Dining
Room. The Ensemble is directed by
Mike Vax and consists of twenty-one
students. The dance is open to every
one and should last about three hours.
Admission is $3.00 for students and
$6.00 general.
In addition to these nighttime per
formances, the Conservatory offers
Solo Class, a course which is required
for all music majors and open to the
public. The classmeets everyFriday at
12:30 pminFaye SpanosConcert Hall
to hear music studentsplay pieces tney
have been prepari
preparing.

Innovative rartnnnc

percentage of left over club allocaI L\/\/11^
alloca
tions, student fees and revenue from By Linda Cobb
The animated short films run any
My personal favorite was a piece
ASUOPbusinesses andinvesting them Staff Writer
where from three to 15 minutes. They about a boy that had no nose. No one
at theendof each year.Carmichael said
come from all over the world, includ would be his friend and everyone
Cartoons, claymation! Why would
that the amount of money available
ing Russia. The plots are entertaining laughed at him. Hehad no where toset
after each year is in the four figures. I want to go to an animation festival? for any adult, whether or not you have
his glasses because he had no nose to
I'm too old for cartoons! This is whatI
a child hiding inside of you.
hold themup. In the featuretheboy has
thought before I went and saw the
One thingyoumight wonderis what nightmares about noses coming to get
Festival of Animation currently play
is claymation?From my ownpersonal him. After theboy saves theday, all the
ing at the Stockto Royal.
experience, I remember claymation other children realize that he is a great
I'm not a closet Saturday morning
starting wih Gumby. Ireally enjoyed guy (you'll have to go to theFestival to
cartoon junkie,in fact,I've never really
"A GrandDay Out" in which aman and see what it is that he does).
liked cartoons. ButIreally had a great
his dog build a rocket to go ona trip in
The Festival of Animation is well
time at the Festival.Isaw a new type of
search-of the ultimate cheese. Their worth your money.The variety of pieces
cartoons.
destination is the moon!
shown makes the time fly by.

GREAT TASTE,

The Call was the last big concert at UOP.
court partially open to serve food and
Over a period of years, the interest
drinks while the club is open.
from the principle amount wouldyield
Carmichael hasn'tgiven uponcon
enough capital to eventually re-start
certs. He says plans for establishing a
the concert program. He emphasized
student endowment, which will allow
that the program is still in the planning
ASUOP to present concerts, is under
stages and has yet to meet with the
way. According to Carmichael, this
approval of theUniversity administra
idea was presented to ASUOP by a tors.
student last year. It calls for taking a

Fish market: bad catch
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Hawkins's ownacrmnintanee
acquaintance, CaliforChampion. The

nia composer George

toes were mushy and the fish did not
taste fresh. The only part of the mealI
really enjoyed was the bread, which
was great. Toadd to thisadventure, the
prices are moderately expensive, es
pecially for Stockton. Not to say that
the food is bad, I just left with the
feeling that the restaurant has great
potential, but it has yet to reach it.
With so muchpotential - goodloca
tion, great building and nice looking
bar with lots of room,I am surprised
that the owners haven't targeted the

college crowd, especially since water
front restauran ts seem tobe sopopular.
The Fish Market is located in the
Warehouse at 445 West Weber. They
are open Mondays from 11:00 a.m. to
3:00 p.m., Tuesday through Thursday
from 11:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m., Friday
and Saturday from 11:00 a.m. to 8:00
p.m. and Friday and Saturday from
11:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m. They accept
all major credit cards.
Buona Fortuna -That's Italian for
Good Luck!

university Bopy Center
ALWAYS FULL SERVICE
Copies 3 1/2 X 11, 11 X 17
Colors: White, Pastels, Astrobrights
Choice of Colors and Textures in Resume Papers
Transparencies, Labels & Sticky Backs

We are ON CAMPUS to save you both time and money

Pop the top on a cold Yoplait Light, the
delicious fruit-filled yogurt with only 90 calo
ries For a free sample^ plus the chance to win
lots of other fun stuff, including free T-shirts,
stop at the Yoplait Product Demonstration.

Where: The Summit
When: Friday
November*?, 1990

Time: 10:00am-11:00am

Special Discounts for Study Groups Etc.

(^)

LESS THING.

$$

We Also Do: Binding & Padding • Newsletters • Books & Manuals
Class Readers & Notes • Stapling & Folding • Reduction & Enlargements
Lots of Additional Services
Low Cost FAX Transmission
24 Hour Reception at NO Charge

University Copy Center
"Anything Else is Just a Copy"

Lower Level • McCaffrey Center
Phone (209) 946-2722
FAX (209) 946-2406

Hours: Mon-Fri 8:30 am-8pm
Sat Noon 'till 4pm

YOPLATT.
FIT TO BE TRIED.
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Turner catches Portland St.
dT
#*Den Vikings off guard 41-35

Tiger Tracks
Thursday, November 8
Men's Basketball vs. Australia National Team .... 7:30 p.m.
Friday, November 9
Volleyball at Utah State

By Alfred Spear
Baseball- The baseball team beat
Los Medanos Junior College 4-1 this
weekend in an exhibition game. The
Tigers pitchers were Joe Brownholtz,
Danny Miller, Matt Senske and Butch
Cain. "The pitchers have done a great
job," said Assistant Coach Stan Stolte.
"It will be more difficult when we face
Big Westhitters."...The team continues
its exhibition season on Saturday
against Butte Junior College at Billy
Hebert Field.

6:30 p.m.

Saturday, November 10
Football at Fresno State
Volleyball at Utah State
Men's Club Soccer vs. Menlo College

6:00 p.m.
6:30 p.m.
12:00 p.m.

Thursday, November IS
Men's Basketball vs. Athletes United For Peace...7:30 p.m.
Friday, November 16
Volleyball vs. Hawaii
Water Polo at Stanford

7:30 p.m.
3:00 p.m.

Saturday, November 17
Football at Utah State
Volleyball vs. Hawaii
Men's Club Soccer at Menlo College

11:00 a.m.
7:30 p.m.
TBA

Intramural volleyball
gets intense
By Rich CanStaff Writer
INDOOR SOCCER: The playoffs
are over and champions have been
declared. The quality of play generally
unproved throughoutthe whole season.
Most notably improved were the teams
in the co-rec divisions.
In the co-rec division, Sunday's
final featured Jessie B playing The
Graduates. Jessie B got to the finals by
upsetting the regular season champ,
John B-52's 4-2. The Graduates got to
the final by defeating SouthWest 1.The
final was a physical battle with The
Graduates winning 4-3. Earlier on
Sunday SouthWest1 beat SouthWest 2
in the consolation final 4-0.
The men's division had several
very emotional and physical battles. In
the semi-finals, Borgorossa (Black
league champ) was upset by the strong
defensiveeffortof Phi DeltaTheta 3-0.
Archania did not have the same luck
againstHomey Don'tPlayThaL Homey
manhandled Archania 8-3. Sunday's
games saw Chatumba and Bunch 0'
Guys play for the B championship.
Although the score does not indicateit,
the game was a hard fought one with
Chatumba winning the game 8-3. The
A championship featured the first and
second place
Teams from theorange league play
ing for the third time. Homey Don't
Play That was trying to defeat Phi Delta
Theta for the third time this season.
Although thisis generally very difficult
to do, Homey brokeopen thegame late
in thesecond half scoring threegoals in
a span of two minutes.This broke the22 deadlock. Another goal later in the
game produced the 6-2 final score.

VOLLEYBALL: The fall season
is half over in all leagues. There are
seven leagues in four divisions. Much
of the play is high spirited and intense.
Some matches are just as entertaining

to watch as well as to play in. A very
high caliber of volleyball is developing
in theAleaguesandcompetitive play is
developing in the B leagues. Regard
less of the level, all players are enjoy
ing themselves. League play is on
Sunday through Thursday from 7:00
PM to 11:00 each night.
The Co-rec A division has two
leagues, Green and Red. The Green
league features possibly the best three
teams in both leagues. In first are the
Hoods with 5-1 record. D-cubed Plus
Six has won five matchesin a row after
losing their first match toRobin and the
Hoods. The Red league has F-ups in
first place with a 3-1 record. Team
Edema "A" is close behind with a 2-1
record.
The Co-rec B division also has
two leagues, BlueandPurple.TheNinja
Turtles are proving to be a dominant
force in the Blue league defeating ev
eryone somewhat easily. They have a
perfect 4-0 mark at the halfway point in
the season.The Purple league hasTeam
Edema "B" with a 3-0 record and Stew
McDougal close behind with a 3-1
record.
In the 4-person B division, there
isonly one league.Again,NinjaTurtles
have displayed their ability to win
posting a 5-0 record. Following them
closely is Top Notch (Hawaiian Club)
at 4-1.
In the 4-person A division, two
leagues exist The Black league has
P.S.D. breezing through with a 4-0
record. Omega Phi, Grace Covell, and
Phi Delta Theta all have 2-2 records.
The Orange league has Archania I at 50 with S AE and Z Team both with 3-2
marks. This league has had many hard
fought matches. Many of thesematches
have gone to the third game.
Fabulous Five as of 11/5
CO-REC
1. D-cubed plus six
(See INTRAMURALS, page 9)

Basketball- The Tigers open the
exhibition season tonight against the
Australia National Team. "The Tigers
have a quicker, fast tempo style of play.
A team which plays hard deserves the
support of the student body and com
munity," said Assistant Coach Dave
Shoemaker. "The players are looking
forward toplaying somebody different
other than one another in intrasquad
scrimmages...The basketball staff has
added a new member. Tod Bannister
will help serve as an assistant coach
after spending one year at Kings River
Junior College and UC Davis.
Field Hockey- The Tigers finished
their season last Thursday by beating
#2 ranked Cal-Berkeley for their sec
ond time this year 3-0. Captain Nita
Bruner, freshman Venus Moll and
sophomore Laura Young scored one
goal each. Goalie Lori Fitzgerald had
10 saves. UOP had 15 shots on goal
and the Bears had 21 shots on the
Tigers goal. The team finished the
season with a 6-9 record and a 3-3
record
in
the
NorPac
conference....Sophomore Phyllis
Rogers led the team in total points with
seven followed by senior Nita Bruner
with six. Venus Moll, Kristen
Chiaramonte and Laura Young each
had three total points for the season.
Football- The Troy Kopp watch is
in full swing. SportsIllustrated arrived
last week to writea feature story on the
UOP quarterback. In addition, stories
have been written about him in the Los
Angeles Times, San Francisco
Chronicle and San Francisco Exam
iner just to name a few. TheAssociated
Press listed Kopp as a quarterback
candidate for the Heisman Trophy last
week. He was listed behind BYU'sTy
Detmer, Miami's Craig Erickson.
Virginia's Shawn Moore and Houston's
David Klingler.

(See TIGER DEN, page 9)
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Asst. Sports Editor

The University of Pacific football
team put together another impressive
performance Saturday afternoon in a
41-35 victory over Division IIPortland
State. This time it was Aaron Turner
stealing theshow when he took a screen
pass from quarterback Troy Kopp and
raced down the sidelines for thewinning
touchdown.
With 45 seconds remaining in the
4th quarter, Kopp dropped back and
threw a sharp pass to Turner. The
sophomore wide receiver made a sud
den cut behind left tackle Greg Bishop
andraced59yardsforthescore. Turner
said," All I wanted to do was get the
first down and step out of bounds.
After that I saw the end zone and went
for it." Turner finished the game with
3 catches for 130 yards.
The victory was memorable, be
cause it was Homecoming weekend at
UOP. An estimated crowd of 12,00
gathered at Amos Alonzo Stagg Me
morial Stadium to watch the Tigers
explode for their forth win of the sea
son. The victory improved UOP's
record to4-5. This is the most wins the
football team has seen since the 1987
season when they went 4-7.
The team was elated with the sup
portive crowd and its enthusiasm.
Turner said, "It felt great to have the
crowd behind us. It's always more
comforting when the crowd is yelling
for you,not against you. I truly believe
the crowd made the difference in the
end."
Strong safety Brent Atkins said,"It
was good to win in front of our home
crowd at Homecoming. Hopefully the
win will initiate crowds to come in the
future."
Once again,sophomorequarterback
Kopp was thecenter of attention. Kopp
completed 33- 47 passes for464 yards
and four touchdowns. MostofKopp's
I I I

Wide receiver Aaron Turner catches a first half pass from Kopp.
passeswereshortcompletionsenabling way through the4th quarter. With 3.33
him to go 15-for-l 5 in the second quar left in the game, the Tigers came roar
ter for 181 yards. But the prominent ing back. From the one yard line,
quarterback thought his overall perfor Anthony Williams powered his way
mance was below his potential. Kopp into the end zone making the score 35said, "I was in the pits. How can a 34. However, the Tigers failed to
person play so bad and still win? Turner capitalize on a two point conversion
saved my butt, that's for sure. It's a attempt, leaving them behind by one
great feeling knowing you can play so with less than four minutes to play in
regulation.
bad and still pull one out."
The UOP defense struggled for
Portland State drew blood early in
the first quarter on a seven yardpass for much of the game allowing 513 yards
Don Bailey to Ted Popson. Later the of total offense. On Portland State's
the first, Kopp found Daryl Hobbs on a late4th quarter surge, the UOP defense
six yard pass to even thescoreat the end managed to rise to the occasion giving
of one. In the second quarter Hobbs Kopp and Tumer time to put togethera
caught two more touchdowns allowing miraculous game winning touchdown.
With an overall record of 4-5 and
the Tigers to enter the locker rooms
with a 21-14 halftime lead. In the two games remaining, Pacific has an
second half, Portland State's Curtis opportunity to have their first winning
Delgardo, who rushed for 166 yards on season since 1977. On Saturday, the
30 carries, scored three times-on runs Tigers travel to face Big West confer
from 20 and 9 yards and a 20 yard ence rival Fresno State with kickoff
scoring catch. Delgardo's three scores scheduled for 6 p.m.
gave Portland State a 35-28 lead midI I ! I I I I 1 B U m>
ffWTWlTTWTf

FESTIVAL OF ANIMATION

of PEPSI

Nov 7th thru Nov 15 at
Stockton Royal Theater
1825 Pacific Ave.
(209) 466-4941

other disoount ol
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2300 West Alpine Ave.

462-6668

By Todd Woodford

Softball- The women's softball
team has been practicing since Sep
tember 16 in preparation for their sea
son opener scheduled for February •
against St. Mary's....The returning
players include: Reeve Fuller, Wendee
Espinosa, S ue Cardinale, Suzi Bradach
Shellie McCrary, Roxane Oshiro
Charlene Hommerding, Maria Mahon.
Lisa DeBenedetti and Nita Bruner. The
freshmen include: Carla Delaney, Dani
Oswood, Tione Lummer, Alicia
Buettner, Kris McDowell, Lea Lopez
and Angela Jeter.
Volleyball- Pacific is ranked 8th in
Volleyball Monthly's November 5th
PolL.The Tigers started out last week
with a 3-2 defeat at the hands of fifth
ranked Stanford last Tliesday. The
Tigers led 2-0 but Stanford rallied to
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17 short animated films from
around the world packaged
in ft two hour program.
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Volleyball ends hard Hess leads
week on positive note swim team
against
Cal Bears
By Boyd Nies
Staff Writer

play. Maria Reyes led the assault with
26 digs.
UCSB outhit the Tigers, who were
led by Cathey Scotlan's 25-kill effort.
After the match, coach John Dun
ning knew that something had to be
done to get the Tigers back on track.
"We have to make some changes. I
don't know what. Right now I'm not
looking at it very rationally." Dunning
came to the conclusion that, "Our
problem isn't strategy. It's confidence,
it's chemistry and dealing with pres
sure."
Hopefully, UOP's win over Fullerton State is an indication that the
Tigers are back on top of things.
The Tigers will travel to Utah State
tomorrow for a two-game series with
the Aggies before returning home next
week to square off with Hawaii.

ine UUP women s swim team
participated in a dual meet this past
S unday. The Tigers traveled to face the
UC Berkeley Golden Bears. In pre
season polls, Berkeley was ranked
number fourth in the nation.
Coach Jim Taketa had some initial
reactions before the meet. Going into
the meet, heknew that Cal was a national
powerhouse and that his team was out
matched. All he wanted was for his
team to go out and swim to the best of
their ability. He felt that the competi
tion would be beneficial for his team.
"Wedidn'texpecttowin,butswimming
against this competition would be good
for us."
"This was our second meet. We
will be expected to do betterlater in the
year," said sophomore Ingrid Rapatz.
"Wedid what was expected of us at this
point in the season."
Deborah Hess, a sophomore, led
the UOP attack bycapturing first place
in the 200 meter breaststroke. Fresh
men Melissa Pugh and Junior Gina
Anderson each took second place in
the 200 meter butterfly and the 100
meter breaststroke respectively.
In assessing the team'sperformance,
coach Taketa mentioned that the season
is still young, but very well balanced.
"We want to move on to the rest of our
schedule and be more competitive as
the season goes on." The view of this
year's team is very positive. "The girls
are really spirited this year and we will
do really well," said Rapatz.
The next team that UOP will face is
Cal State Northridge. That meet will
take place at UOP on Dec. 1 at 12:00.

By Alfred Spear
Sports Editor

By Cynthia Karr

Staff Writer

The University of the Pacific water
polo team traveled south this week
hoping to sweep the three road games
and improve their chances of qualify
ing for the NCA AChampionships. The
team was unable to accomplish its goal
losing to UC Irvine, Pepperdine and
UC Santa Barbara eliminating any
possibility of qualifying for the post
season tournament
Throughout the season the team
has had its share of streaks. The team
has a number of two game win streaks
and twoand three game losing streaks.
According to Head Coach John Tanner,
the team's streaks are a direct result of
the schedule. "If one week, you play
weak teams and the next week strong
teams, you expect to go through peri
ods of tough times and easy times,"
said Tanner.
The first game of the week took
place atUC Irvine where theTigers fell
to the Anteaters 10-8. "Our offense

started out slow and our defense didn't
put enough pressure on their players.
We didn't block the shots we were
supposed to," said sophomore Todd
Hosmer.
Scoring for theTigers were Hosmer
and Todd Hinders who each scored
two. They were supported by single
goals from captain Craig Ackley, Eli
Gautreaux, Chris Appleton and Kelly
Porter.
The next two games were against
teams which have an opportunity to
obtain a berth in the NCAA champi
onship tournament. "Pepperdine and
(UC) Santa Barbara look like they could
make the semi-finals of the NCAA.
They are both good teams," said Tan
ner.
Against Pepperdine, Pacific faired
a little better, but still came up short
losing 12-9. The game was tied 7-7 late
in the third period, but UOP only man
aged to score two more times while
Pepperdine scored five. "We were
strong in the first three quarters. Then
our team called a time out with one
minute remaining, there was a quick
turnover and Pepperdine went on to

score two quick goals," said sopho
more Hinders.
Hosmer led the way again scoring
three times while Gautreaux scored
twice and Hinders, Acklcy, Porter and
Mike Dohren each scored once.
Sophomore Tom Cheli had eightsaves
against Pepperdine.
The loss to UC Santa Barbara on
S unday 10-8 lowered the Tigers record
to even .500 (14-14)overall and 3-7 in
the Big West conference. Hinders said
"We played well to keep even, and
when we had an opportunity we didn't
put it away. We played well as a team,
but we were one step off."
Two goals were scored by Hosmer
and Appleton while Dohren, Hinders,
Gautreaux and Ackley scored oneeach.
"When you play well in three con
secutive games improving each time
you expect to win at least once," said
Tanner. "We have a good team. To
make the championship tournament
you need to find a way to win these
types of games."
The teams final match of theseason
isNovember 16atStanfordUniversity.

The Pacifican is looking for enthusiastic students to fill
this space with advertising. Gain experience and a
heathy commision while impressing the importance of
the paper to the retail world. Applications are available
at The Pacifican offices, 3rd floor, Hand Hall.
Spaces are limited so apply today.
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to make sacrifices.
That's why you should consider the new,
Apple introduces the Macintosh Classic,
affordable Macintosh® Classic® computer.
It has everything you need—including a monitor, keyboard, mouse,
2 megabytes of RAM, and a 40-megabyte hard disk.Just plug everything in and
the Macintosh Classic is ready to run, because the system software is already
installed! And, thanks to the Macintosh computer's legendary ease of use, you'll
be up and running in no time.
Like every Macintosh, the Classic can run thousands of available applications
that all work in the same, consistent way—so once you've learned one program,
you're well on your way to learning them all. And this is one cheap roommate
that doesn't have trouble sharing. The Apple® SuperDrive™—standard
equipment with every Macintosh—reads from and writes to Macintosh,
• Macintosh Classic computers purchased before January 1991 include system software on floppy disks; software is not installed.
(£.1990 Apple Computer, Inc Apple, the Apple logo, and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. SuperDrive and "The
power to be your best" are trademarks of Apple Computer. Inc. Classic is a registered trademark licensed to Apple Computer. Inc. MS-DOS
is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation. OS/2 is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation.

I
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mmju5, U5/z, ana Apple il floppy disks, which means
Igi# you can share information with someone who uses a
different type of computer.

See the Macintosh Classic for yourself. It'll change your mind
about cheap roommates.

University Computer Store
A Division of the University Bookstore

Lower Level • McCaffrey Center

The power to be your best!
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KESEY
(Continued from page 2)
wrote a screenplay, but the producers
did not like it. "They did not want to
make it Kuckoo's Nest as much as they
wanted to make it Hogan's Heroes,"
said Kcsey, who swore he would never
see the movie.
Kesey spoke of the importance of
getting an education and learning lit
erature. "The best national defense
would be to put money in education,"
said Kesey, who was again met by a
thunderous applause. "There are good
things on this earth, and it is dumb not
to learn them...this is our salvation."
With that, Kesey ended questions by
singing a Grateful Dead song in which
some audience members joined in. As
he left, he was given a standing ova
tion.
"He's pretty weird—I think he's
still on drugs," said Kim Morris, a
junior who wanted Kesey to sign her
book. Kesey stayed for nearly an hour
after his lecture to talk informally with
students, faculty and members of the
Stockton Community.
Kesey was unable to take a group of
writing students for a ride on the bus, as
he promised, because some of his busmates decided to play a prank on him.
They drove off, leaving Keseystranded
for the night in Stockton, and students
without the opportunity to take a ride
on the legendary bus.
Kesey was in town to promote his
recentbook.TheFurther Inquiry, which
chronicles his 1964 cross- country trek
in an old bus with the Merry Prank
sters, who gave out acid-laced KoolAide to unknowing people all over the
United States. This book is a different
look into the same journey that Tom
Wolfe wrote about in Electiric KoolAide Acid Test

ANDERSON Y
(Continued from page 2)
Cambodian refugee community,
Cleveland School teachers, families
and the University.

BETTER UNIVERSITY RE
SOURCE RECOVERY PROGRAM
(BURRP) promotes activities and in
formation that will move the Univer
sity towardssustainable-earth practices.
BURRP is currently working on
implimenting acampus-wide recycling
program with a goal of recovering80%
of the resources which would other
wise be "trash." Future BURRP
projects include providing highquality
recycled paper products through the
student grocerystore and completing a
campus wide environmental audit
CLEARINGHOUSE recruits and
places volunteers with other service
agencies and organizations both on
campus and in the community. Clear
inghouse woiks closely with other
service agencies in the Stockton area,
as well as with ASUOP, Career Plan
ning, and other UOP programs. The
goal of the Clearinghouse Program is
to assist students in achieving a posi
tive work experiencein their particular
field of interest or to explore new op
tions. If you're interested in anything
from Advocacy to zoos, please give
Polly or Kathleen acall at the Anderson
Y.
OUTREACH is a critical compo
nent of the Y program. The function of
the Outreach program is to continu
ously introduce and promote UOP stu
dents and theiractivities into the Stock
ton community.
Outreach program includes an al
ternative community library and
speakers for clubs and meetings.
Upcoming events to watch for in
clude a reggae concert in December,an
ethnic music festival in the spring, and
a grand re-openingof the infamous and
historical Coffee House, providing an
environment for meeting, talking,
acoustic music, experimental theatre,
poetry, a warm fire, and, of course,
caffeine. The opening of the Coffee
House will bein conjunction with the Y
center's annual open house,November
30.
If you are interested in volunteer
ing, call the Anderson Y at 946-2444
or drop by and fill out an application.
They are located on the comer of
Knoles and Pacific.
Support for the Anderson Y Center
comes from the University of the Pa
cific, United Way,ASUOP, COPA, the
City of Stockton, Campus Compact
and the Carnegie Foundation, and many
friends.

TIGER DEN
(Continued from page 7)
win three straight (15-13,15-9,10-15,
8-15, 7-15)...Junior Melanie
Beckenhauerand senior Devin Scruggs
have climbed onto the career digs list.
With 749career digs Beckenhaueris in
the number eight position, and with
646 career digs, Scruggs is at number
10....Utah State is one of the four teams
that Pacific trails in the season
series...The Aggies lead the all-time
series 4-3.

IRAQ
(Continued from page 2)
The discussion is being presented
by the Hillel Foundation here at UOP.
Hillel, alarge Jewish student's associa
tion found at college campuses
throughout thecountry, was started here
at UOP last spring when several Jewish
students wanted to fill a void in the
many clubsand religious groups present
on campus.
Hillel, in its second semester of
existence, is planning many activities
for the year. Some include community
service projects, holiday celebrations
and participating in activities with
Jewish and non-Jewish students on

INTRAMURALS

(Continued from page 7)

2. Slammers
3. Robin and the Hoods
4. Ninja Turtles
5. Team Edema "B"
4-PERSON
1. Archanial
2. P.S.D.
3. Z Team
4. SAE
5. Ninja Turdes
TURKEYTROT: Entries are open
for the Nov. 15 event Anyone involved
with the University, including staff and
faculty members, are encouraged to
enter.Entryfeeis$3.00. Entrieswill be
accepted until Wednesday Nov. 14.
The race will be on a one and a three
mile course located on and around the
U niversity. Prizes for male and female
winners will be given. A prize will also
be given for the closest prediction of
his/her time by the participants. Prizes
will be an Intramural Champion t-shirt
and a turkey.

f lhc pacific po"
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campus and in the Bay Area.
The discussion on Israel is open to
all UOP students and faculty.
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PERSONALS
#63- You've done great! I'm so
proud of you, Baby. You got the job
done. How many days left? Make you
sweat BDH -Your Lady

•""strne cars are easier to brcal

,

HiRichards, Imissyoualotbutthole.
All my love. Turner
P.S. Smack, Smack!!
Congratulations to the Alpha Kappa
Lambda Fall Pledges. You guys are
awesome!
Love, The Stealth Sisters

Vince and Robert- Thanks for pull
ing for me while I was in the Capitol
City. You did a great job.
-Cheryl

Professional quality documents
from your final drafts
Last Minute Papers?
Next Day Service
Available

We Help Students
Prepare Resumes!!
Discounts to Students

AB Wordprocessing

Congratulations to the Homecoming
Queen, Chatty! Where'smy story? That's
cool! Memories last a lifetime.
Big Alf and Theta Roomie
Matt and Chuck- You guys are SAE
studs! Here's to drunken weekends!
-Michele
To the amazing and ever studly Phi
Delt and Theta float builders, our float
was the best and even though the judges
were blind - we know who rules this
campus: The King and Queen!
-Monster and Brunhead
Twab and Sternbreed- You two are
the best roommates anyone couldhave.
Bring home the victory and FOOD!
- Fee
Minnie Mouse Sunshine Davis- I
won the bet! The closet mauler strikes
again!
Eddie- Remember Phil Collins and
Freshman year. Don't dig your own
grave!
- The Price Crowd

aretargets because there are Hal
tha can be filed down easily
then," said Horton.
According to Houston, the
conmon cars, for a while, broke
wee Datsun and Toyotas been
key could be modified to wo
boil. "Now the most commoi
tha are burglarized arc Honda
tha may be because there are
arcind," said Houston.
jAccoding to Houston, when
gla is caught and interrogated,
tints one arrest will result in th
vicion of five or six other crim
"Sunetimes one (burglar) mij
°ni off campus and get caught
Stukton Police. We work c
wi i themand the DeltaCollege
Saiity," said Houston.
Being anopen campus make
•Mr target said Houston. "I
®"times attract non-Univers

REPORTS
RESUMES
TERM PAPERS

Smidge and EK-CONGRATULATIONS!! So where is the honey
moon and when should I show up?
Love, Bale

tjtatothers said Stockton Police
Kmnt JamesHorton, tncharge o
glay and auto theft. Many t
Japanese cars. Nissans and 1o;

944-0763

is selling
-.tiietWiSnSWLv complete cross
AIMIMEEX country ski
packages for only $25.
For more info call 946-2237

^and that often creates Ur
°|for theft or burglaries."

UOP is victim *

FAST FUNDRAISING
PROGRAM

1000

$

JUST
ONE
WEEK.

"stolen

br«en'C dpr0bably 150<
n

Earn up to $1000 in one week
for your campus organization.

^'steaither a

Plus a chance at
$5000 more!

Weck-

01,0

This program works!
No investment needed.

Call 1-800-932-0528 Ext. 50
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Sarah- Twomonths ofpure joy, hav
ing you by my side. It only gets better!
Love, your Angel.
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Way to go Fighting Tigers!! Take us
to our fist winning record since '77.
We're all behind you. Thanks for the
hard work. -The Pacifican Staff
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Like it or not, you'll learn
something by reading it.
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The Pacifican
TIGER'S YOGURT

Books... and a whole lot more!
If It's not on the shelf... ask. We can probably have it in 48 hours or less!

2 LOCAL

306 E. Main — Green House Mall, Downtown
NEW CLOSER CAMPUS LOCATION - LOTS OF
FREE PARKNG FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE
4227 Pacific Ave. at Brookside
(Near Pharmacy School)

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
Lower Level • McCaffrey Center
SALE ENDS 11/15/90 • NO OTHER DISCOUNTS APPLY. LIMITED TO STOCK ON HAND
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